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WELCOME
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
The CSRO is now in its 13th year
of advocacy eﬀorts on behalf of
rheumatology patients and those of
us who provide rheumatology care.
We started in 2004 with a mission to
maintain patient access to high-quality
rheumatology care. This goal has led us
to advocate for our patients at the steps
of Congress and Statehouses around the
country. Along the way, we started the
National Organization of Rheumatology
Managers (NORM) and we also
provided a Rheumatology Fellows Conference each February
to provide information for new practitioners to successfully run
an oﬃce practice. Our most recent endeavor has been to focus
on strengthening state rheumatology societies and improving
advocacy eﬀorts through the State Society Advocacy Conference
(SSAC).
This will now be our 4th Annual State Society Advocacy Conference
focused on just that: strengthening and engaging state societies in
advocating for patient access to care. At a time of great uncertainty
in healthcare around the country, it behooves us all to advocate for
our patients who could otherwise be left unrepresented in a future
with diminishing access to rheumatology care.

It is my pleasure to have you all at the State Society Advocacy
Conference. The conference will cover timely issues aﬀecting
rheumatology and patient care, and it will provide strategies on
how to best manage your practice during these uncertain times.
There will be opportunities to interact with other colleagues and
state society leaders as well as experts in government relations
providing a perspective on the future landscape of medicine. Our
goal is to share with you this timely information so you might best
respond going forth to the challenges facing all of us in continuing
to provide rheumatology care to our patients.
We look forward to meeting you among the many state leaders and
care-providers dedicated to maintaining high-quality rheumatology
care for our patients. Please visit our website at: www.csro.info for
additional information.
Sincerely,
Michael P. Stevens, MD, FACR
CSRO, President
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Disclaimer Statement
Statements, opinions and results of studies contained in the program are those of the presenters/ authors and do not reﬂect the policy or
position of the CSRO nor does the CSRO provide any warranty as to their accuracy or reliability.
Copyright Notice
Individuals may print out single copies of slides contained in this publication for personal, noncommercial use without obtaining permission
from the author or the CSRO. Permission from both the CSRO and the author must be obtained when making multiple copies for personal
or educational use, for reproduction for advertising or promotional purposes, for creating new collective works, for resale or for all other
uses.
Filming/Photography Statement
No attendee/visitor at the CSRO 2017 State Society Advocacy Conference may record, ﬁlm, tape, photograph, interview or use any other
such media during any presentation, display or exhibit without the express, advance approval of the CSRO Executive Director. This policy
applies to all CSRO members, nonmembers, guests and exhibitors, as well as members of the print, online or broadcast media.

GENERAL MEETING INFORMATION
Registration/Information Desk Hours
Location: LaSalle Ballroom Foyer
Friday, September 8, 2017
Saturday, September 9, 2017

4:00 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

General Session Hours
Location: LaSalle Ballroom
Saturday, September 9, 2017

8:00 a.m. - 4:40 p.m.

Evening Functions
Welcome Reception
Date:
Friday, September 8, 2017
Time:
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Location:
Madison
Welcome Dinner
Date:
Friday, September 8, 2017
Time:
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Location:
Gibsons Bar & Steakhouse
Closing Cocktail Reception
Date:
Saturday, September 9, 2017
Time:
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Location:
Madison
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ABOUT CSRO
The Coalition of State Rheumatology Organizations (CSRO) is
a group of state or regional professional rheumatology societies
formed in order to advocate for excellence in rheumatologic
disease care and to ensure access to the highest quality care for
the management of rheumatologic and musculoskeletal diseases.
Founded in 2003, the CSRO strives to achieve its mission with the
following objectives:
•

Through advocacy, awareness, communications, education
and sharing of research, CSRO assists state or regional
organizations to become formalized societies and provide
leadership on rheumatologic and musculoskeletal health
issues.

•

Promote the state rheumatology societies activities that
advocate access to the highest quality medical care for
rheumatic disease patients with autoimmune inﬂammatory
and degenerative diseases.

•

State societies have the ability to exchange information
regarding issues that pertain to the delivery of high-quality care
to rheumatic disease patients through the CSRO network.

•

Educate insurers, government oﬃcials, corporations, and other
entities of the impact and importance of rheumatic diseases
and rheumatologic care when considering policy/procedural
changes that will aﬀect that care.

•

Encourage new studies of rheumatology care in the US
through national, regional and individual sponsorship.

•

Provide forums for state regional professional organizations
to create and advance a rheumatologic and musculoskeletal
health agenda at private, public and political levels.

In order to promote these objectives, the CSRO has several
informative meetings held throughout the year:
•

CSRO Fellows Conference – Since 2006, CSRO has
been hosting an Annual Fellows Conference that oﬀers
fellows guidance, education, and insight into the numerous
opportunities in the area of private practice rheumatology.

•

CSRO State Society Advocacy Conference – An annual
conference that focuses on the top state rheumatology policy
issues, state advocacy strategies, and providing guidance to
state-level CSRO-aﬃliated organizational members.

•

Federal Advocacy Conference – Representatives from
CSRO-aﬃliated organizations gather to meet and discuss
health care issues with congressional members, administration
personnel, and key health regulatory agency department
representatives as well as experts in health care outside of
government. Attendees also have the opportunity to visit with
their US Congressional Delegates on Capitol Hill and the
opportunity to network with attendees from industry leaders
and other medical specialties/sub-specialties attending the
conference.

Our coalition serves the practicing rheumatologist. We are
continually in the process of collecting information on issues that
aﬀect you in your area. Assembling this information in one place
(www.csro.info) will help everyone work through the issues in a
better informed manner.

CONNECT WITH CSRO ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Check Out Our Website:

www.csro.info/home

Like Us On Facebook:

www.facebook.com/CSROAdvocacy

Follow Us On Twitter:

@CSROAdvocacy
Tweet about the 2017 SSAC Meeting using #SSAC2017
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2017 CSRO HIGHLIGHTS
CSRO Joins Vanguard of the Alliance for Transparent and Aﬀordable Prescriptions
CSRO introduced pharmacy beneﬁt managers (PBMs) as a new
advocacy initiative for this year, and our eﬀorts to address this critical
issue have since greatly increased. To that end, the CSRO joined
forces with a number of other national patient and provider groups
to form the Alliance for Transparent and Aﬀordable Prescriptions
(ATAP), a coalition dedicated solely to this PBM issue.
“We are thrilled to be a part of this eﬀort to stand up for patients
and shed light on a practice that has for far too long lacked
transparency,” said Michael Stevens, MD, president of the Coalition
of State Rheumatology Organizations (CSRO). “We look forward to
working with other advocates to make a meaningful change in our
healthcare system.”
ATAP has already undertaken outreach and advocacy eﬀorts,
including multiple meetings with the Medicare Payment Advisory
Commission (MedPAC) on PBMs and the eﬀect they have on
Medicare patients and a number of meetings with Congressional
Members on Capitol Hill.

Members from ATAP meeting with MedPAC

ARA: CSRO Vice President Presents on PBMs and the Rebate System
CSRO Vice President, Dr. Madeleine Feldman, presented at the Arkansas Rheumatology Association,
giving attendees an inside look at rising drug prices and the hidden rebate system controlled by pharmacy
beneﬁt managers (PBMs). In her presentation entitled, “Exposing Rebate Systems,” Dr. Feldman
explained the role PBMs play in the drug industry, emphasizing how they use their intermediary position
to reap proﬁts, often at the expense of patients.

Dr. Feldman Presents at ARA

The CSRO Discussed Biosimilars, Drug Pricing, and PBMs with the California Rheumatology Alliance
The CSRO was delighted to join the California Rheumatology Alliance in an informal
presentation on the eﬀect of biosimilars on rheumatology, and an inside look at rising drug
prices and the hidden rebate system controlled by pharmacy beneﬁt managers (PBMs).
The panel that presented included Dr. Greg Schmizzi on biosimilars, with Dr. Madelaine
Feldman, pharmacist Keith Bradbury, and attorney David Balto on PBMs. The panelists
delved into the frequent legislative activity designed for biosimilars across the country, as
the total states enacting legislation has risen to 31 and counting.

Dr. Gregory Schmizzi and
Dr. Madelaine Feldman present at CRA
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2017 CSRO HIGHLIGHTS
CSRO Promotes Advocacy at 2017 Congress of Clinical Rheumatology Conference
Over 600 attendees from 45 states gathered in Miramar Beach,
Florida during the month of April for this year’s 2017 Congress of
Clinical Rheumatology Conference (CCR).
The CSRO’s Dr. Michael Schweitz (Florida) and Dr. Gregory
Schimizzi (North Carolina) both were in attendance to speak to
attendees about advocacy on the state and federal level. Issues
included drug pricing, transparency within PBMs, non-medical
switching, step therapy or fail-ﬁrst, uniformed prior authorization
,and biosimilar substitution.
Dr. Gregory Schimizzi and
Dr. Michael Schweitz at the CSRO booth

CSRO Participates in 2nd Annual National Policy & Advocacy Summit on Biologics and Biosimilars
The Institute for Patient Access held its second annual National
Policy and Advocacy Summit on Biologics and Biosimilars in
Washington, DC, in April. Patients, government representatives,
physicians, and advocates explored throughout the day-long event
how more biological options present both new challenges and new
possibilities for treatment.
CSRO’s expert on biologics and biosimilars, Dr. Gregory Schimizzi,
took part in a panel that discussed biosimilar labeling, the impact of
distinct naming, and what interchangeable biosimilars might mean
for patients and policy.

Dr. Gregory (3rd from left) discusses
FDA guidance on biosimilars

Speciﬁcally, Dr. Schimizzi commended the FDA’s work toward
getting biologic and biosimilar agents approved. He added that,
“It would be nice to have statements about what is and is not an
appropriate substitution.”

Fellows Assemble in San Francisco to Prepare for Next Step
The 2017 CSRO Fellows Conference presented all fellows planning
for clinical practice with information never taught in their training. At
the conference, fellows learned about various facets of practicing
like the future outlook of rheumatology, the set up of clinical
practices, the hiring process, the process of negotiating contracts
with associates and insurers, the implementation of MACRA, and
how to save for retirement.
The goal of the CSRO’s Fellows Conference is to help young
physicians gain a comprehensive perspective on all matters
of practice management. The information received at these
conferences is very valuable for navigating the next phase of a
young professional’s career.
2017 Fellows Conference, San Francisco
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PROGRAM
All sessions will be located in LaSalle Ballroom unless otherwise noted.
Speakers and times are subject to change.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 2017
4:00 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.

Registration/Information Desk Open
Location: LaSalle Ballroom Foyer

5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Welcome Reception
Location: Madison

7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Welcome Dinner
Location: Gibsons Bar & Steakhouse
Featured Speaker: Buddy Carter
U.S. Representative

11:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Regulating PBMs in the States:
California AB 315
The Honorable Jim Wood
California Assembly Member
11:45 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Break for Lunch
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Lunch/Keynote - Rheumatology and Art
James S. Louie, MD
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Diving into Drug Pricing: PBM
Business Tactics that Hurt Patients
Moderator: Michael C. Schweitz, MD
Panelists: David Balto, JD
Ronna Hauser, PharmD
Robert Popovian, PharmD, MS

2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

A View from the Courthouse:
Lawsuits Targeting PBMs
Steven Groopman, JD
Berman Tabacco
Patrick T. Egan, JD
Berman Tabacco

2:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Break

2:45 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.

Clinical Considerations for
Biosimilars: FDA Perspective
Nikolay P. Nikolov, MD

3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Advocates in the Trenches
Arthritis Foundation
National Psoriasis Foundation
Global Healthy Living Foundation
Alliance for Patient Access

4:30 p.m. - 4:40 p.m.

The Final Word
Michael P. Stevens, MD

4:40 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

CSRO Annual Business Meeting

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Closing Cocktail Reception
Location: Madison

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 2017
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Registration/Information Desk Open
Location: LaSalle Ballroom Foyer

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.

Breakfast

8:00 a.m. - 8:15 a.m.

CSRO Vision: 2017 and Beyond
Michael P. Stevens, MD

8:15 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.

Exploring the States: CSRO Legislative
Priorities and Eﬀective Advocacy
Kevin Daley

8:45 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.

9:15 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.

Federal Legislative and Regulatory
Update: Issues Impacting
Rheumatologists and Their Patients
Emily L. Graham, RHIA, CCS-P
Pursing Non-Medical Switching:
Dissecting Illinois’ Patient Rights
Legislative
The Honorable Patti Bellock
Illinois State Representative

9:45 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Break
10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. 21 Principles to Reform PriorAuthorization Requirements
Emily Carroll, JD
Heather McComas, PharmD, MA
10:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Drug Pricing: The Most Important
Player You Never Knew Existed
Madelaine A. Feldman, MD, FACR

Disclaimer Statement
Statements, opinions and results of studies contained in the
program are those of the presenters/authors and do not reﬂect
the policy or position of CSRO nor does the CSRO provide any
warranty as to their accuracy or reliability.
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SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
David Balto, JD is an antitrust attorney
with over twenty years of experience.
From 1998-2001 he served as the Policy
Director of the Bureau of Competition
for the Federal Trade Commission. He
helped litigate the challenges to various
mergers, and wrote a 2009 report on
removing obstacles to generic drug
competition that became the Obama
administration’s policy. In 2016 Mr. Balto
led the successful consumer opposition
to the proposed Anthem/Cigna and
Aetna/Humana health insurance mergers. He is nationally known
for his expertise on competition policy and is a proliﬁc author
on antitrust regulation, consumer protection, ﬁnancial services,
intellectual property, and health care competition.
State Representative Patti Bellock is
currently serving her tenth term in the
Illinois General Assembly. Appointed the
ﬁrst woman in Illinois history to be the
Deputy Minority leader, her assignments
include serving as chief budget
negotiator for the House Republicans,
Minority Chair on the Human Service
and Human Services Appropriation
committees and a member of the Health
& Healthcare Disparities and Mental
Health committees
She was acknowledged in the Wall Street Journal for her landmark
legislation reforming the Illinois Medicaid system. She has been
named Legislator of the Year by over 25 associations and is rated
top ﬁve Illinois legislators on business issues by IL Manufacturers.
She is recognized for her innovative legislation requiring mental
health parity, MRSA infection control, improving Amber Alert
system and strengthening child support and has been names the
“Champion of Free Enterprise” by IL Chamber of Commerce.
Representative Bellock has served on several state and national
boards of directors including Women in Government, NCSL, and
chaired the Conference of Women Legislators in Illinois. She is a
graduate of St. Norbert College with a bachelor’s degree in History
and American Government. She was an educator in Fairbanks,
Alaska, Milwaukee, and Wisconsin and served as vice president
of a sports investment ﬁrm in the private sector. Representative
Bellock resides in Hinsdale, IL and has two daughters and ﬁve
grandchildren.
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Emily Carroll, JD is a Senior
Legislative Attorney for the American
Medical Association’s (AMA) Advocacy
Resource Center. Emily provides
legislative and legal support to state
and national medical specialty societies
on private payer practices and health
insurance reforms. Prior to joining the
AMA, Emily worked as the Legislative
Director at the law ﬁrm Powers, Pyles,
Sutter and Verville, P.C. in Washington,
DC, representing health care, disability
and employment provider organizations. She received her law
degree from Chicago-Kent College of Law, a Master of Social
Work degree and Certiﬁcate in Health Care Administration and
Policy from the University of Chicago, and her undergraduate
degree from the University of Michigan.
U.S. Representative Buddy Carter is
an experienced businessman, health
care professional and faithful public
servant. As the owner of Carter’s
Pharmacy, Inc., South Georgians have
trusted Buddy with their most valuable
assets: their health, lives and families
for more than thirty years. While running
his business, he learned how to balance
a budget and create jobs. He also saw
ﬁrsthand the devastating impacts of
government overregulation which drives
his commitment to ensuring that the federal government creates
policies to empower business instead of increasing burdens on
America’s job creators.
A committed public servant, Buddy previously served as the Mayor
of Pooler, Georgia and in the Georgia General Assembly where he
used his business experience to make government more eﬃcient
and responsive to the people. Buddy is serving his second term in
the United States House of Representatives and is a member of
the Committee on Energy and Commerce. As the only pharmacist
serving in Congress, Buddy is the co-chair of the Community
Pharmacy Caucus and is dedicated to working towards a health
care system that provides more choices, less costs and better
services.
A lifelong resident of the First District, Buddy was born and raised
in Port Wentworth, Georgia and is a proud graduate of Young
Harris College and the University of Georgia where he earned
his Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy. Buddy married his college
sweetheart, Amy, 38 years ago. Buddy and Amy now reside in
Pooler, Georgia and have three sons, two daughters-in-law and
three grandchildren.

2017 State Society Advocacy Conference

SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
Kevin Daley is Director of Government
Relations at WJ Weiser & Associates
where he tracks and analyzes state
legislation and regulation of impact to
clients. He began his career in politics
and government in 2010 where he led
the Chicago area Advance Team for
the Illinois Republican gubernatorial
candidate. He spent the next six years
working for the Illinois legislature
and the Illinois House Republican
Organization. Kevin graduated from
Illinois State University with a degree in political science and
is currently working towards earning his MPA degree from the
University of Illinois.
Patrick T. Egan, JD is a partner in the
Boston oﬃce of Berman Tabacco, a law
ﬁrm that provides complex business
and anti-fraud litigation services to its
institutional and individual clients. Mr.
Egan focuses his practice in the areas of
federal securities, antitrust and ERISA
litigation, particularly involving complex
securities and healthcare frauds. In
addition, Mr. Egan has an active practice
representing
whistleblowers
who
provide information and assistance to
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, U.S. Commodity
Futures Trading Commission and Internal Revenue Service and
state regulators in connection with their enforcement of the federal
and state laws. Mr. Egan also represents whistleblowers in bringing
qui tam actions under federal and state false claims act statutes
seeking to expose fraud by ﬁnancial institutions, large taxpayers,
government contractors and health care providers.
Prior to joining the ﬁrm in 1999, Mr. Egan worked at the U.S.
Department of Labor, where he served as an attorney advisor for
the Oﬃce of Administrative Law Judges. Mr. Egan received a B.A.
in Political Science cum laude from Providence College in 1993. In
1997, he graduated cum laude from Suﬀolk University Law School.
Derek Flowers serves as a coalition
manager at the Alliance for Patient
Access. At AfPA, Flowers oversees the
Respiratory Therapy Access Working
Group comprised of physicians and
respiratory therapists advocating for
access to approved therapies and
appropriate clinical care. In 2017,
Flowers helped AfPA and allied
organizations launch the Keep My Rx
campaign, which brings together a
variety of stakeholders to advocate for
state-level public policies that protect patients’ access to their
medications by restricting non-medical switching practices. With a
decade of advocacy experience, Flowers helps AfPA ensure that
clinicians and patients have their voices heard in policy decisions
eﬀecting access to care. Prior to joining AfPA, Flowers worked in
education policy and campaign politics. Originally from Iowa,
Flowers now resides in Washington, DC with his wife, Alex.

Madelaine A. Feldman, MD, FACR
is a rheumatologist in private practice
with The Rheumatology Group in New
Orleans, Louisiana. She completed
medical school, an internal medicine
residency
and
a
rheumatology
fellowship at Tulane University Medical
School. She is a founding member and
past president of the Rheumatology
Alliance of Louisiana, vice-president of
the Coalition of State Rheumatology
Organizations, (CSRO) and presently
serves on the insurance subcommittee for the ACR. She is a
member of the Biologic working group of the Alliance for Patient
Access and serves as a medical editor for Health Monitor Network.
Dr. Feldman is also a clinical associate professor of medicine at
Tulane University School of Medicine and has been named one
of the Top Doctors in New Orleans for over 10 years and also had
a medical radio talk show, “Driving with Dr. Mattie” which aired
locally during drive time.
Emily L. Graham, RHIA, CCS-P is vice
president of Regulatory Aﬀairs. Before
her move to Hart Health Strategies Inc.,
Ms. Graham served as the assistant
dean and program director for the Health
Information Management (HIM) and
Clinical Data Coding (CDC) Programs at
Northern Virginia Community College’s
(NVCC) Medical Education Campus
(MEC). Ms. Graham continues to serve
as an adjunct faculty member for the
traditional HIM/CDC programs, as well
as the Oﬃce of the National Coordinator’s (ONC) Community
College Consortium Health IT Workforce Development Program.
Prior to her time in academia, Ms. Graham served as the associate
director of Regulatory Aﬀairs for the American Society of Cataract
and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS), where she focused on a variety
of regulatory issues, including Medicare physician reimbursement,
Medicare’s quality improvement initiatives and advancements in
health information technology. In that role she had regular dealings
with representatives of the Department of Health and Human
Services, to include the CMS, the ONC, and the FDA. She also
served as chair of the Quality and Health Information Technology
and Regulatory Committee’s for the Alliance of Specialty Medicine
and as a staﬀ liaison to the AMA’s Current Procedural Terminology
(CPT) Editorial Panel and Relative Value System Update
Committee (RUC), the NQF, SQA, and AQA Alliance.
Ms. Graham previously held a position at the American Academy
of Otolaryngology - Head Neck Surgery as a practice management
coordinator, where she focused on coding and reimbursement
issues. She has also held positions in an acute care hospital billing
oﬃce and in a physician practice.
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SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
Steven Groopman, JD is an associate
in the Boston oﬃce of Berman Tabacco.
Mr. Groopman focuses his practice on
healthcare, consumer protection, and
securities litigation. He is a core member
of the litigation team in Klein, et al. v.
Prime Therapeutics, LLC, et al., 17cv-01884, (D. Minn.), a class action on
behalf of EpiPen purchasers alleging
that major pharmacy beneﬁt managers
drove massive increases in out-ofpocket costs for EpiPen by negotiating
for highly proﬁtable rebates instead of lower prices, in violation of
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).
Prior to joining Berman Tabacco, Mr. Groopman served as a law
clerk to the Hon. Dickinson R. Debevoise, on the U.S. District Court
for the District of New Jersey. He also worked as an associate at
a New York litigation boutique ﬁrm that focused on sophisticated
white-collar defense matters. Prior to his legal career, Mr. Groopman
worked as a Reporter-Researcher at the New Republic Magazine,
in Washington, DC. Mr. Groopman received an A.B., magna cum
laude, from Brown University and a J.D from George Washington
University Law School.
Michele Guadalupe is the Director of
State Legislative Aﬀairs, responsible for
overseeing the Arthritis Foundation’s
state legislative advocacy program.
She has been with the Arthritis
Foundation for almost 12 years, ﬁrst
in a regional capacity in many of the
Midwest and Paciﬁc Southwest states,
and most recently as State Director
of Advocacy and Access. During her
tenure with the Foundation, she has
cultivated relationships with advocates
and ambassadors, and countless state based coalitions and
legislators. Since 2014, she has worked closely with advocates
on the successful passage of 17 state legislative bills.
Michele holds an undergraduate degree in health education from
Illinois State University and completed her Masters of Public
Health from the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Ronna B. Hauser, PharmD is Vice
President of Pharmacy Aﬀairs for the
National
Community
Pharmacists
Association. In this capacity Dr. Hauser
is responsible for the association’s
professional aﬀairs, public policy and
regulatory initiatives. Prior to NCPA, Dr.
Hauser was the Director of Pharmacy
Advocacy and Policy at the National
Association of Chain Drug Stores, where
she advocated the value of pharmacy to
federal and state legislators, regulators,
and other policymakers. She also works as a licensed community
pharmacist. Dr. Hauser has a bachelor of science in biomedical
science from Texas A&M University and a Doctor of Pharmacy from
the University of Texas at Austin College of Pharmacy.
James S. Louie, MD is Professor
Emeritus of Medicine/Rheumatology
and Associate Physician Diplomate at
the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), Division of Rheumatology, USA.
Professor Louie obtained his medical
degree from the Washington University
School of Medicine, USA, in 1965.
Subsequently, he underwent internship
and residency training in internal
medicine at John Hopkins Hospital
and UCLA School of Medicine, USA,
fellowship training in Rheumatology and Immunology at the UCLA
School of Medicine, USA, and research training at the National
Institutes of Health. He was awarded certiﬁcation by the American
Board of Internal Medicine in rheumatology and internal medicine
in 1972, and clinical and laboratory immunology in 1990. From
1972 to 2002, Professor Louie served as Chief of the Division of
Rheumatology at the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, participating
in the Food and Drug Administration Advisory, American Board
of Internal Medicine Re-certiﬁcation, and American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) Education committees. From 2002 to 2007,
he served as Director of Medical Aﬀairs in the rheumatology and
inﬂammation division of Amgen, Inc, California, USA, where he
organized symposia, and facilitated research focusing on the role of
tumour necrosis factor inhibitors in the management of autoimmune
diseases. He continued as Professor Emeritus of Medicine at
the David Geﬀen School of Medicine, UCLA, USA, from 2002 to
the present. Currently, he attends, sees patients, collaborates in
research for the Division of Rheumatology, UCLA, and reviews
submitted abstracts for the ACR meetings.
MaryAnn McCabe manages NPF’s
Midwest state advocacy eﬀorts. She
started her career as an intern in
Washington, D.C., and worked for
multiple think-tanks before joining NPF.
McCabe specializes in health care
access legislation and is a graduate of
Saint Xavier University.
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SPEAKER BIOSKETCHES
Heather McComas, PharmD, MA
is Director of the American Medical
Association’s (AMA’s) Administrative
Simpliﬁcation Initiatives division. In her
role at the AMA, Heather focuses on
reducing administrative burdens and
streamlining manual processes so that
physicians can focus on what matters
most—patient care. She regularly
participates in standards development
organizations, such as X12 and the
National Council for Prescription Drug
Programs, and has testiﬁed on the AMA’s behalf before the National
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) Subcommittee
on Standards on various administrative simpliﬁcation issues. She
is also Co-chair of WEDI’s Prior Authorization Workgroup.
Prior to coming to the AMA, Heather worked for several years in
the pharmaceutical industry in medical publishing and medical
information. She received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
English from the University of Kansas and a PharmD from the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. She is a registered pharmacist
in Illinois.
Nikolay P. Nikolov, MD is a boardcertiﬁed Internist and Rheumatologist
who joined FDA in 2009 as a Medical
Oﬃcer, and is currently a Clinical
Team Leader in the Division of
Pulmonary, Allergy and Rheumatology
Products, CDER. He completed an
Internal Medicine residency at Lincoln
Medical Center, Bronx, NY in 2002
and then joined National Institute of
Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and
Skin Diseases (NIAMS), NIH, where
he completed his rheumatology fellowship in 2004, participated
in clinical investigational protocols and studied cellular and
molecular mechanisms of autoimmunity in animal models in the
Immunoregulatory Group, Autoimmunity Branch at NIAMS. In
2005 Dr. Nikolov joined the Sjögren’s Syndrome Group at the
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, NIH, as a
clinical investigator where he conducted clinical and translational
protocols in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and Sjögren’s
syndrome.

Robert Popovian, PharmD, MS is Vice
President, US Government Relations
at Pﬁzer Inc. He brings almost two
decades of experience in numerous
facets of biopharmaceutical and health
care industry with a strong track record
of expertise, innovation and results in
Health Care Policy and Economics,
Government Relations, Medical Aﬀairs,
and Strategic Planning. He currently
serves as a board member for the
Global Healthy Living Foundation.
Dr. Popovian is one of the few researchers who has studied and
published both clinical and policy related economic analysis
as well as one of a handful who have studied and published
empirical data regarding emerging payment mechanisms in the
US healthcare system. He was also one of the ﬁrst to secure
inclusion of health outcomes data regarding labeled indication of
a biopharmaceutical.
Dr. Popovian completed his Doctorate in Pharmacy and Masters
of Science in Pharmaceutical Economics and Policy degrees at
the University of Southern California with honors. The degree in
Pharmaceutical Economics and Policy was the ﬁrst one conferred
by an accredited university in the US. He has also completed
a residency in Pharmacy Practice/Adult Internal Medicine and
Infectious Diseases at the Los Angeles County – University of
Southern California Hospital where he was the head resident
pharmacist (primary area of research: gram negative bacteremia)
and a fellowship in Pharmaceutical Economics and Policy at
University of Southern California (primary area of research:
payment reform).

At the FDA Dr. Nikolov is involved in the regulatory review of
immuno-modulatory therapies, including biologics and proposed
biosimilars. He has participated in the development of the Agency’s
policies in that area and has presented the topic of biosimilars at
the American College of Rheumatology Annual meetings.
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Michael C. Schweitz, MD completed
a seven year undergraduate and
medical school program at the George
Washington University in Washington,
DC in 1972. He completed his internal
medicine training at GW and his
rheumatology fellowship at Georgetown
University in 1977. He then entered
private practice in West Palm Beach,
Florida.
Dr. Schweitz is a partner in Arthritis
and Rheumatology Associates of Palm Beach, a seven physician
single specialty practice in Palm Beach County. He is Fellow of
the American College of Physicians and the American College
of Rheumatology. He served as a member of the Committee on
Rheumatologic Care. He is a past president of the Florida Society
of Rheumatology and continues to sit on its Executive Committee.
He is an active member of the American Society of Clinical
Rheumatology.
He has served on the Board of Directors of the Arthritis Foundation
at both state and local levels for many years and for the past
thirty-three years has donated his time in helping to staﬀ a free
arthritis clinic for medically indigent patients in Palm Beach
County. Currently, he is Federal Advocacy Chair of the Coalition
of State Rheumatology Organizations (CSRO), an advocacy
group comprised of state and regional Rheumatology societies
which he helped form in 2003. In this capacity, he has been an
active proponent of advocacy for rheumatic diseases in the
nation’s capital. He is also a frequent lecturer on topics related to
rheumatology and practice management.

California Assembly Member Jim Wood
of California’s 2nd district, was elected
in November 2014 and represents the
North Coast of California which includes
all of Del Norte, Trinity, Humboldt and
Mendocino counties, plus northern and
coastal Sonoma County, including the
northern half of Santa Rosa.
Assembly Member Wood has lived in
Northern California since 1987, when
he opened his family dental practice in
Cloverdale. He was elected to the Healdsburg City Council in 2006
and served two terms as Mayor. In his ﬁrst term in the Assembly,
Wood was named Chair of the Assembly Health Committee and
has quickly established himself as one of California’s leaders
driving health care policy in Sacramento. He was the Assembly’s
lead author on the bill that increased California’s smoking age
from 18 to 21 and he has authored legislation to improve access
to health care in rural California, curb our opioid abuse crisis,
address escalating prescription drug prices and is co-chairing a
select committee to look at possible models to achieve universal
health care in California.
In addition to his work in the state Legislature, Wood is a forensic
dentistry expert and serves as the forensic consultant for ﬁve
Northern California counties. He co-founded a mass disaster
identiﬁcation team in California and helped pass state legislation
to standardize county identiﬁcation procedures, a model now
adopted by other states.

Michael P. Stevens, MD, FACR
graduated from UC Berkeley with a
degree in Comparative Literature,
french/english. Several years later,
he started medical studies in Mexico
and went on to complete his medical
degree
from
Boston
University
School of Medicine. He completed his
residency in Internal Medicine at Kaiser
San Francisco and his Fellowship in
Rheumatology at UCSF. He has been
in solo private practice in San Mateo,
California, since 1992.
Dr. Stevens became president of the Northern California
Rheumatology Society in 2002. He founded the California
Rheumatology Alliance in 2004 and led that organization until
2010. He joined the Board of Directors of the CSRO by 2005 and
became the third president of the CSRO in 2015.
He is married to a pediatrician and has two boys. Interests include
piano, golf and oenology. The latter pursuit has been inspired and
continues to be nurtured by learned colleagues, Drs Schweitz and
Schimizzi.
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DIAMOND

PLATINUM
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SAPPHIRE

GOLD

SILVER

STATE ADVOCACY PARTNER
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SAVE THE DATES
CSRO 2018 Fellows Conference
February 16 - 17, 2018
JW Marriott Union Square
San Francisco, CA

CSRO 2018 State Society
Advocacy Conference
September 14 - 15, 2018
Westin O’Hare
Rosemont, IL

For more information, check out our website at: csro.info

